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Background: Although adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are relatively common among
children, there is limited knowledge on the co-occurrence of such experiences.
Objective: The current study therefore investigates co-occurrence of childhood adversity in the
Netherlands and whether specific clusters are more common among certain types of families.
Participants and Setting: Representative data from the Family Survey Dutch population 2018
(N = 3,128) are employed.
Method: We estimate Latent Class Analysis (LCA) models to investigate co-occurrence of ACEs. As
ACEs we examine maltreatment, household dysfunction, demographic family events, as well as
financial and chronic health problems. Gradual measures for maltreatment and financial problems are studied to make it possible to differentiate with regard to the severity of experiences.
Results: Our results show that four ACE clusters may be identified: ‘Low ACE’, ‘Moderate ACE:
Household dysfunction’, ‘Moderate ACE: Maltreatment’ and ‘High ACE’. Regression analyses
indicated that mother’s age at first childbirth and the number of siblings were related to experiencing childhood adversity. We found limited evidence for ACEs to be related to a family’s
socioeconomic position.
Conclusion: The found clusters of ACEs reflect severity of childhood adversity, but also the types
of adversity a child experienced. For screening and prevention of childhood adversity as well as
research on its consequences, it is relevant to acknowledge this co-occurrence of types and severity of adversity.

1. Introduction
1.1. Adverse childhood experiences and their clustering
Various studies have demonstrated that many children are confronted with adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) during their
youth, with estimates ranging from 25% in the UK to more than half of all children in countries as the US and Brazil (Appleyard,
Egeland, Van Dulmen, & Sroufe, 2005; Buehler & Gerard, 2013; Felitti et al., 1998). Furthermore, these studies indicate that 20 to
70% of these children experience multiple ACEs. For a long time, this co-occurrence of ACEs has been a neglected area of research.
Gaining knowledge about the clustering of ACEs, however, can be relevant for prevention and treatment purposes. Identifying groups
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of children with similar experiences can contribute to our knowledge of which children are at risk of experiencing (additional) ACEs
(Brown, Rienks, McCrae, & Watamura, 2019). Also, children with similar experiences may benefit from similar types of treatment
(Lanier, Maguire-Jack, Lombardi, Frey, & Rose, 2018). Moreover, research often uses cumulative measures indicating the number of
ACEs experienced, while this may not entirely capture the nature of these events (Debowska, Willmott, Boduszek, & Jones, 2017; Liu,
Kia-Keating, & Nylund-Gibson, 2018). Some studies also show that specific combinations of ACEs have different consequences during
childhood and adulthood (Campbell, Walker, & Egede, 2016; Rebbe, Nurius, Ahrens, & Courtney, 2017; Stempel, Cox-Martin,
Bronsert, Dickinson, & Allison, 2017), although not all studies find such differential effects (Merians, Baker, Frazier, & Lust, 2019).
In recent years, a growing number of studies investigated possible clustering of childhood adversities (Barboza, 2018; Debowska
& Boduszek, 2017; Jacobs, Agho, Stevens, & Raphael, 2012; Ross, Waterhouse-Bradley, Contractor, & Armour, 2018; Shin, McDonald,
& Conley, 2018). Although results are mixed, a general pattern catches the eye (Debowska et al., 2017; Jacobs et al., 2012). First,
there seem to be two main groups of children who either have an extremely high, or an extremely low probability of being confronted
with childhood adversity (Barboza, 2018; Debowska et al., 2017). Second, children who experienced adversity especially seem to
differ in whether they experience forms of maltreatment, such as emotional and physical abuse, or forms of household dysfunction
such as parental addiction and mental problems (e.g. Merians et al., 2019; Shin et al., 2018). Unfortunately, most of the prior studies
on clustering of ACEs only refer to the US, and were held among high-risk samples or samples of college students. We therefore lack
knowledge whether clusters of ACEs may also be identified among the general population in other countries (Jacobs et al., 2012).
1.2. Types and measures of ACEs
Earlier studies on the clustering of ACEs often employs dichotomous measures of a specific set of experiences, in line with the
original ACE-design by Felitti et al. (1998). Most studies focus on forms of maltreatment and/or household dysfunction, while other
experiences such as financial and health problems are understudied (Braveman et al., 2018; Kalmakis & Chandler, 2014). These
experiences tend be quite common among the general population and may have specific consequences for children’s outcomes later in
life (Lanier et al., 2018). It therefore seems key to investigate more diverse set of indicators of childhood adversity to fully grasp the
whole range of ACEs. Furthermore, inclusion of additional types of adversity may provide knowledge on how sensitive current
findings on the clustering of ACEs are.
Furthermore, it can be noted that the dichotomous measures of ACEs may not adequately represent children’s experiences, as the
severity of the experiences may differ between children (Debowska & Boduszek, 2017; Ross et al., 2018; Shin et al., 2018). Especially
experiences of maltreatment, but also financial problems, may occur a few times or very frequently during a child’s youth. Since
severity of ACEs is obviously related to future consequences, it seems sensible to include gradual measures of childhood adversities,
indicating how frequently an event occurred. In doing so, this we aim to provide a more nuanced picture of which types of adverse
experiences co-occur (Roos et al., 2016).
1.3. ACEs in the family context
Prior studies showed that there is an educational gradient in divorce (Härkönen & Dronkers, 2006), and that children growing up
in poverty are more often maltreated (McLaughlin, 2017). More generally it is found that children of low educated and low income
parents are more likely to experience adversity (Liu et al., 2018; Soares et al., 2016). It, however, largely remains unclear how other
family characteristics, such as family configuration, relate to whether children experience (specific clusters of) adversity.
Information on types of families in which children have an increased risk of experiencing clusters of childhood adversity may
inform policy makers and educators about possibilities for screening and prevention. It could also inform future research on the
consequences of adversity by identifying relevant cofounding variables associated with both childhood adversity and its consequences. Similarly, it may provide new clues for possible moderating influences that augment or reduce consequences of (cooccurring) adversities. This might be the start to answering the important question of why some children are harmed by ACEs, while
others seem resilient (Shaw, McLean, Taylor, Swartout, & Querna, 2016). Hence, it is important to study in what kind of families
specific ACEs co-occur.
1.4. The current study
The current study investigates whether we can identify discrete clusters of people who experienced specific types of childhood
adversity in the general Dutch population. Additionally, we study how family characteristics affect the likelihood that people experience such a cluster of childhood adversities. To answer our questions, we use a representative sample of Dutch adults. We conduct
Latent Class Analysis (LCA) to identify clusters in a broad set of ACEs related to maltreatment (different levels of physical and
emotional abuse by parents), household dysfunction (parental alcohol abuse and psychological problems), demographic events in the
family (parental death and divorce) and to financial problems and chronic health problems. Next, we describe how family configuration and parents’ socioeconomic position are associated with different clusters of ACEs.
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2. Methods
2.1. Data and sample
This study used information from the seventh wave of the Family Survey Dutch Population (FSDP) (Meuleman, Kraaykamp, &
Tolsma, 2019), which was administered among the LISS-panel by CentERdata (Tilburg University, The Netherlands). The LISS panel
is a representative household-panel drawn from Dutch population registers. From this panel, 4,162 respondents were selected at
random for the FSDP. Information is collected via a web-survey in May and June 2018 with a response rate of 76% (N = 3,165). We
excluded 37 respondents who did not answer the questions on adverse childhood experiences. As a result, our final sample consists of
3,128 individuals born between 1946 and 2000. Descriptive statistics of the demographic and family characteristics of our sample are
presented in Table 1.
2.2. Measures
The FSDP survey refers to adult respondents which implies that all questions concerning childhood experiences and their living
situation during childhood are asked retrospectively. Surely, retrospective designs may suffer from selection and memory bias (Howe,
Cicchetti, Toth, & Cerrito, 2004). We, however, think there are reasons to expect that the results of our study are not biased to a large
extent, especially with respect to age. First, prior research indicates that recall of maltreatment experiences is age-dependent, but that
there is no differentiation of this age-dependency between maltreated and non-maltreated children (Howe et al., 2004). Next, research on earlier rounds of the FSDP showed that retrospective information on parental socialization practices is reliable and results
are hardly biased (De Vries & De Graaf, 2008). Third, in our study we do not observe a clear trend across age-groups in the incidence
of ACEs that are prone to memory bias, such as physical maltreatment. This indicates that there are limited differences in recall of
ACEs between old and young respondents. To control for possible recall bias in the data, we control for respondents’ age.
2.2.1. Adverse childhood experiences
The FSDP survey includes questions on eight ACEs that are relatively ‘common’ in the Dutch context and that are suitable to ask in
a general population survey. After all, substantial prevalence among the general population is a necessary condition to ask questions
on ACEs in a population survey. The eight ACEs cover the domains of maltreatment, household dysfunction, demographic events in
someone’s family life, and also financial and chronic health problems. The questions on maltreatment and household dysfunction
were based on the original ACE study (Felitti et al., 1998) as well as a recent study of childhood adversity among Dutch primary
Table 1
Descriptive statistics of family characteristics and control variables (N = 3,128).

Family Characteristics
Demographic (control) variables
Gender
Male
Female
Age
Family Characteristics
Number of siblings
0
1
2
3
4 or more
Mother's age first childbirth
15–19
20–29
30+
Unknown
Education parents
Low
Middle
High
Unknown
Mother employed
No
1–12 h/week
12+ h/week
Unknown

N

%

1,408
1,720
3,128

45.01
54.99

327
1,108
719
373
601

10.45
35.42
22.99
11.92
19.21

219
2,012
547
350

7.00
64.32
17.49
11.19

1,513
508
824
283

48.37
16.24
26.34
9.05

2274
213
420
221

72.70
6.81
13.43
7.07

3

Min

Max

Mean

Std. Dev.

18

72

49.75

15.23
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school children (Vink et al., 2016), and these questions were complemented with questions on other possible adverse childhood
experiences.
Physical maltreatment is measured with a question asking respondents how often they were hit or violently pushed or grabbed
when they were between 5 and 18 years old. Similarly, for emotional maltreatment respondents were asked how often they were
yelled at, offended, belittled or humiliated during their youth. Answer possibilities were coded as: never-seldom; sometimes; regularly; often-very often.
For household dysfunction, parents’ mental health problems and alcoholism are measured. We asked respondents whether one or
both of their parents were depressed or had psychological problems, and whether they were a problem drinker or alcoholic during
their youth (age 5–18), with the answer categories yes and no.
With parental death, respondents were asked whether their biological father and mother and (if applicable) non-biological
parents were still alive and, if not, in what year they passed away. Similarly, parental divorce was assessed by a question asking
respondents whether their parents ever divorced or separated, and if so, at what age they experienced this event. Respondents who
experienced such family events before age 19 were coded yes, otherwise no.
We indicated family financial problems with five questions concerning the period when respondents were between the ages of 5
and 12 years old. Problems refer to not being able to replace broken things, having to borrow money for necessary expenses, debts on
rent or utility bills, home-visits from creditors or debt collectors, and experiencing difficulty in making ends meet. We counted the
number of problems that occurred regularly, or more often, resulting in a measure ranging from 0 to 3 or more.
We considered respondents to have experienced chronic health problems when they had a disease or handicap during their youth
(that started before age 19), and if this disease or handicap hindered their daily life regularly or more often (yes/no).
2.2.2. Family characteristics
Family characteristics relating to the configuration of a respondents’ family during his/her youth, as well as a family’s socioeconomic position were included. These family features were included as categorical variables, and we distinguished an additional
category indicating that information on a characteristic was missing. For family configuration, we include the number of siblings and
the age at which respondent’s mother had her first child. Number of siblings concerned biological and non-biological siblings a
respondent lived with at the age of 15 years, ranging from 0 till 4 or more. As shown in Table 1, most respondents grew up with at
least one sibling. Mother’s age at first childbirth was categorized as 15–19, 20–29 and 30 + . Table 1 shows that the 20–29 category
was most common in our sample, while 7% had a mother who had her first child as a teenager. The socioeconomic position of a
respondents’ family is measured with parental level of education and whether a respondents’ mother was working during his/her
early youth. Parental education was indicated by the maximum of father’s and mother’s educational level, coded as ‘low’, ‘middle’ or
‘high’. About half of the respondents had lower educated parents. Maternal employment was indicated with three categories, namely
‘no’, ‘1–12 h a week’ and ‘12+h a week’. This refers to the times a respondent was between 0 and 4 years old. Particularly during the
decades in which most of our respondents grew up, Dutch women with young children had relatively low levels of labor market
participation in (20% in our sample). Mothers who participated on the labor market often did not do so out of financial necessity.
Instead, most working mothers were higher educated women who wanted an independent career and to earn an own income (Van
Wel & Knijn, 2006). Hence, whether a respondents’ mother was employed seems a good additional indicator of a family’s socioeconomic position.
2.3. Analytic procedure
Our analysis consists of an LCA, conducted with PoLCA in R, and regression analyses. First, the number of clusters of ACE’s is
determined by estimating a basic model with two to five clusters. We compared model fit (BIC), entropy, and substantive contribution
(Debowska et al., 2017; Roesch, Villodas, & Villodas, 2010). In a second step, we described clusters of adversity based on the
conditional response probabilities.
Third, we investigated the influence of family characteristics on experiencing co-occurring ACEs. Although the effects of predictors on cluster membership are best assessed by including predictors as covariates in LCA models, this may cause shifts among the
clusters (Muthén & Clark, 2009). To mitigate this issue, we used multinomial logistic regression techniques in which respondents are
assigned to a cluster based on their highest predicted cluster-membership. Next, this membership is analyzed as an outcome variable
with the family characteristics as predictors, and with one cluster as reference category. A simulation study by Muthén and Clark
(2009) indicated that this method is also well-suited to identify associations when alpha-levels of 0.01 (instead of 0.05) are used.
3. Results
3.1. Descriptive incidence of ACEs
Table 2 indicates the incidence of the eight adverse childhood experiences in our sample. It shows that 51.3% of the respondents
experienced adversity in their youth, with 25.5% reporting one ACE, and 25.9% multiple ACEs. The most common experiences were
physical maltreatment (19%), financial problems (18%) and emotional maltreatment (16%). The least common were chronic health
problems and parental death, which 6% of our sample experienced.
4
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Table 2
Incidence of adverse childhood experiences (N = 3,128).

Physical maltreatment
Never-seldom
Sometimes
Regularly
Often-very often
Unknown
Emotional maltreatment
Never-seldom
Sometimes
Regularly
Often-very often
Unkown
Parental depression
No
Yes
Unkown
Parental alcoholism
No
Yes
Unkown
Parental death
No
Yes
Unkown
Parental divorce
No
Yes
Unkown
Financial problems
0
1
2
3 or more
Unkown
Health problems
No
Yes
Unkown
Number of ACEs
0
1
2
3
4 or more

N

%

2,525
404
124
67
8

80.72
12.92
3.96
2.14
0.26

2,608
308
103
101
8

83.38
9.85
3.29
3.23
0.26

2,670
450
8

85.36
14.39
0.26

2,849
271
8

91.08
8.66
0.26

2,892
184
52

92.46
5.88
1.66

2,735
348
45

87.44
11.13
1.44

2,433
299
134
126
136

77.78
9.56
4.28
4.03
4.35

2,935
184
9

93.83
5.88
0.29

1,523
796
395
235
179

48.69
25.45
12.63
7.51
5.72

3.2. Description of co-occurrence of ACEs
To study whether and how ACEs co-occur, we estimate four LCA-models with 2 to 5 latent clusters. Table 3 provides the results
with a short description of its clusters (based on conditional response probabilities), and model fit characteristics. Entropy in all
models is fairly high, ranging between 0.86 and 0.96. This implies that with these LCA-models, we assign respondents to clusters with
relatively high certainty. The various models, however, differ in their model fit and type of clustering. All models predominantly
distinguish respondents who experienced childhood adversity from those who did not (two clusters). The three- and four-cluster
solutions further distinguish within the group who experienced adversity, based on the severity and types of childhood adversity. The
five-cluster model provides the most complex pattern, with different clusters for respondents with moderate and strong adverse
experiences.
Entropy is highest in the 2-cluster model, but the BIC-score indicates that the 4-cluster model has the best fit. The 4-cluster
solution offers additional distinction among the respondents who experienced adversity. Although one of the identified clusters seems
relatively small (4%), it has to be noted that 4% prevalence is substantial in the general Dutch population, as only half of the people in
our sample experienced childhood adversity. Furthermore, the entropy of the 4-cluster model is also high (90%). Hence, we argue
that the 4-cluster solution should be preferred.
To further investigate the fit of the 4-cluster model, we checked for possible gender differences. First, we included gender as a
covariate in the model, which did not change the clusters and fit of the models. Second, we estimated LCA-models for men and
women separately. Again, we found highly similar models for both groups. It has to be noted that in these analyses, the fit of models
with fewer clusters was slightly better. This may be understood by the relatively small size of the group who experienced multiple
5
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Table 3
Model fit and cluster description of basic LCA models (N = 3,28).
# Clusters

Class description and estimated cluster population share

BIC

2

Low ACE (0.829)
High ACE (0.171)
Low ACE (0.750)
Moderate ACE: household dysfunction (0.139)
High maltreatment / moderate household dysfunction (0.112)
Low ACE (0.759)
Moderate ACE: household dysfunction (0.125)
Moderate ACE: maltreatment (0.076)
High ACE (0.040)
Low ACE (0.686)
Moderate ACE: household dysfunction (0.168)
Moderate ACE: maltreatment (0.091)
High household dysfunction/moderate maltreatment (0.031)
High maltreatment/moderate household dysfunction (0.024)

20000

0.960

19925

0.904

19885

0.907

19937

0.860

3
4

5

Bold/underscored: best model fit.

Fig. 1. Conditional Response Probabilities of ACEs among the four clusters.
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ACEs, which is amplified in such analyses. Because of the observed similarities, we conduct our analysis for the whole sample, and
include gender as a control variable in the regression models.
To provide insight in the constellation of the different clusters we plotted conditional response probabilities per cluster in Fig. 1.
Firstly, it shows that within the Low ACE cluster, respondents are unlikely to have experienced any form of childhood adversity. This
cluster encompasses 76% of our general population sample. Secondly, 13% seems to belong the Moderate ACE: household dysfunction
cluster. These respondents most often experienced parental depression and alcoholism, as well as other adversities related to the
family, namely parental divorce and financial problems. They are also more likely to experience maltreatment sometimes and health
problems than respondents in the Low ACE cluster, but differences are relatively small. Thirdly, 8% of our sample belongs to a cluster
we label Moderate ACE: maltreatment. People in this cluster most often experienced physical and emotional maltreatment (sometimes
or regularly) in childhood. Parental depression and alcoholism are also somewhat more common in this cluster than in the Low ACE
cluster, but for these ACEs, the differences are smaller. Fourthly, 4% of our sample seems to belong to a High ACE cluster. Members of
this cluster have a high probability to have experienced all forms of childhood adversity, and also to undergo the most intense forms
of maltreatment (regularly), and family financial problems (2 or more).
Altogether, our results indicate that the proposed 4-cluster model can be interpreted in a meaningful way. Respondents differ in
whether they experience low, moderate or high levels of adversity, but also in the types of adversity they experienced. Among the
Moderate ACE clusters, respondents have either a high probability to experience ACEs relating to the household in which they grow
up, or to experience forms of maltreatment.
3.3. Associations between family characteristics and clusters of ACEs
Next, we employ multinomial regression models to study influences of family characteristics and cluster membership (Low ACE is
reference). In these analyses it is important to acknowledge that the High ACE cluster holds a relatively small number of respondents,
which can impose difficulty identifying associations with family characteristics due to power problems. We therefore first checked
whether the effect of a family characteristic is equal for all (three) clusters using equality constraints. This means that for each family
characteristic, we estimated a model with a specific effect for each cluster, and we compare that with a model in which the effects for
belonging to the three ACE-clusters are constrained to be equal. A likelihood-ratio test indicates whether equality constraints significantly reduced the model fit. The results of these tests are presented in Table 4 and show that only for parental education an
equality constraint significantly reduced the model fit. Hence, we estimate separate effects for each cluster for that measure, and use
general (equal) effects for all three clusters for the other family characteristics.
Table 5 shows the estimated influences of family characteristics on experiencing (certain combinations) of childhood adversity.
Overall, family configuration seems to relate more clearly to experiencing childhood adversity than aspects of family socioeconomic
background. Compared to people who grew up with one sibling, those without siblings (exp(B) = 1.652), or with 3 siblings are more
likely to experience adversity in their youth (exp(B) = 1.577). Additionally, respondents who had a teenage mother also seem more
likely to experience childhood adversity (exp(B) = 2.284). Of the family socioeconomic characteristics, having had a mother who
worked up to 12 h a week is significantly associated with experiencing childhood adversity (exp(B) = 1.472). Surprisingly, we find
little indication that parental education is related to the occurrence of childhood adversity. Only for belonging to the Moderate ACE:
Maltreatment cluster, we find a negative effect of having higher educated parents.
As a robustness test, we also estimated the effects of these family characteristics using a fractional multinomial logit model.
Instead of assigning each respondent to a cluster, these models allow us to use the probability of each respondent to belong to a
certain cluster as the dependent variable. The results of this analysis did not substantially differ from those of the multinomial logit
models (results available upon request).
4. Discussion
4.1. General overview
In this study, we investigated clustering of childhood adversity among the general population in the Netherlands. About half of
the people in our sample experienced childhood adversity, with a quarter experiencing multiple ACEs. This indicates that the incidence of childhood adversity is lower in the Netherlands than in other countries as the US (Merrick, Ford, Ports, & Guinn, 2018), but
still substantial. We identified four distinct ACE clusters among the Dutch population. These clusters differ with respect to the type
and severity of adverse experiences. The majority of people belonged to a Low ACE cluster, followed by two intermediate clusters who
Table 4
Likelihood-ratio test for the full and restricted multinomial models.
Predictor
Number of siblings
Age mother at first childbirth
Parental education
Mother worked during early youth

LR-test statistic

DF

P-value

11.19
6.06
13.42
2.21

8
4
4
4

0.191
0.195
0.009
0.698
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Table 5
Multinomial Logistic Regression of family characteristics experiencing childhood adversity (N = 3,128).
General effects (equal for
each cluster)
Number of siblings

Age mother at first childbirth
Parental education
Mother worked during early
youth
age
age2
Gender
Constant

0
1
2
3
4+
15–19
20–29
30+
low
middle
high
no

1.652* (0.249)
Ref.
1.120 (0.139)
1.577* (0.238)
1.415 (0.197)
2.284* (0.355)
Ref.
0.874 (0.115)

1–12h
12+h
age
age2
Male
Female

1.299 (0.231)
1.472* (0.202)

Moderate ACE: Household
dysfunction

Moderate ACE:
Maltreatment

High ACE

Ref.
1.180 (0.208)
1.158 (0.183)

Ref.
0.744 (0.160)
0.559* (0.115)

Ref.
0.560 (0.199)
1.245 (0.299)

1.051 (0.031)
0.999 (0.000)
Ref.
1.674* (0.216)
0.0307* (0.021)

0.976 (0.033)
1.000 (0.000)
Ref.
1.136 (0.161)
0.114* (0.091)

1.081 (0.051)
0.999 (0.000)
Ref.
1.352 (0.265)
0.00673* (0.007)

Ref.

Exponentiated coefficients; Standard errors in parentheses.
Reference class: Low ACE; controlled for: missing information on independent variables.
* p < 0.05.

experienced moderate levels of adversity either related to household dysfunction or to maltreatment. A small group of people may be
typified as High ACE, having experienced all forms of adversity relatively frequently.
Largely, the types we find reflect earlier research on clustering of types of adversity (Debowska et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018; Ross
et al., 2018; Shin et al., 2018). However, our study also nuances this picture in two important ways. First, the term household
dysfunction (which is often used to refer to parental addiction, mental health problems, incarceration and/or household violence in
studies on clustering of ACEs) may be expanded to parental divorce and financial problems. Whereas studies using factor analysis
indicated that these latter experiences form a separate type of adversity (Benjet et al., 2009; Mersky, Janczewski, & Topitzes, 2017),
our study shows that they cluster with parental alcohol abuse and mental problems. Secondly, similar to the study of Roos et al.
(2016), including gradual measures of adversity makes clear that different types of adversity not only co-occur among the High ACE
cluster, but also in the Moderate ACE clusters. People in the Moderate ACE: Household Dysfunction were for instance more likely to
experience low levels of maltreatment than people in the Low ACE cluster. Our results thus indicate that although ACEs belonging to
the same type often co-occur, there are also some groups of people who experience multiple types of adversity. Not including diverse
and gradual measures would likely lead to underestimation of certain combinations of ACEs.
Furthermore, we provide information on the issue of social selection in childhood adversity. From our study is seems that the
social gradient in belonging to certain ACE clusters is relatively limited. Generally, childhood adversity seems more common in
families with young mothers or more siblings, indicating that family configuration does matter. This likely has more to do with
psychosocial characteristics of these families, as in our study, a family’s socioeconomic position is hardly related to belonging to an
ACE cluster. This is surprising, given that in countries as the US and Brazil, a clear socioeconomic gradient in ACEs is found (Benjet
et al., 2009; Lew & Xian, 2019; Liu et al., 2018; Soares et al., 2016). This difference may be due to the lower levels of social inequality
in the Netherlands and its relatively extensive welfare state.
4.2. Limitations of the study and directions for future research
Employing a population sample allowed us to investigate general patterns of adversity in a representative sample. This, however,
comes at a price, since the number of respondents that experienced adversity was relatively small. As a result, we may underestimate
cluster differences, for instance with respect to social selection. Future studies may therefore search for larger population samples that
include retrospective measures of childhood adversity to more thoroughly investigate whether families in which combinations of
adversity co-occur differ from families in which children did not experience childhood adversity. Furthermore, our findings on (the
lack of) social selection into adversity differ from those from earlier studies conducted in (Latin) America. The question therefore is
whether our findings are generalizable to other countries. Future research may investigate social selection into childhood adversity in
other Western-European countries to examine whether similar results are found.
The FSDP-data we employed hold three drawbacks. First, we used retrospective measures of childhood adversity which can suffer
from memory and selectivity bias among respondents. Although we do not find age-effects in our analysis, indicating that the cluster
structure does not dependent on age, there may still be other forms of memory bias that affect our results. We may for instance
overestimate clustering of ACEs because respondents who experienced multiple ACEs are more likely to recall these experiences than
8
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respondents with a single ACE. Secondly, the retrospective design did not allow us to include ACEs that occurred during early
childhood, as respondents are unlikely to remember these events. Thirdly, our study employed cross-sectional information that does
not allow to investigate causal relationships between family features and childhood adversity. Using longitudinal data, the timing of
events within families and thus the reciprocal relationship between (combinations of) adversities and family characteristics may be
studied more thoroughly.
The present study included both classic and new measures of childhood adversity, but also omitted particular ACEs. Adversities
that are very hard to question in population surveys mostly refer to issues of sexual abuse and family violence. Future studies may try
to develop measurements that make it possible to include such ACEs. Given the results of our study, it would be especially interesting
to see how such experiences co-occur with other forms of maltreatment and household dysfunction.
4.3. Implications
Our innovative approach of including diverse and gradual measures of childhood adversities confirms results from earlier studies,
and additionally provides more detail on the relevant issue of co-occurrence. This study confirms that generally there are two types of
childhood adversity, namely maltreatment and household dysfunction. The latter group is defined more broadly than parental addiction and mental health problems, and also includes parental divorce and a family’s financial problems. Conversely, parental death
and health problems seem less clearly related to the other types of childhood adversity. Generally, this indicates the relevance of
studying a broad set of ACEs, as it provides a clearer picture of the experiences of certain groups of children.
We also identified distinct clusters of people who experienced moderate levels of adversity, either in the form of household
dysfunction or maltreatment. It therefore seems favorable to employ gradual measures of adversity indicating the severity of ACEs in
research on its consequences. Particularly in combination with our findings on the clustering among a broad spectrum of ACEs, a
more detailed picture of the exact experiences of children may shed light on how these experiences affect outcomes later in life.
Our study also indicates that social selection into childhood adversity is limited in the Netherlands. Although this finding is not
necessarily generalizable to countries that strongly differ from the Netherlands, for instance because of larger social inequality, it
indicates that in certain countries, ACEs may occur in families with various socioeconomic positions. In such cases, it seems particularly interesting to study the consequences of ACEs among children of various social backgrounds, as coping with such experiences
may be related to socioeconomic characteristics.
To prevent childhood adversity and develop better screening, it is relevant to have knowledge on which children are most
vulnerable to experience (multiple) types of adversity. Since social selection turned out to be limited in the Dutch case, it may be
important to focus on the clustering of types of adversities. In this light, especially the finding that classic measures of household
dysfunction co-occur with parental divorce and financial problems seems relevant. Low and high levels of maltreatment seemed more
common among people who experienced household dysfunction. This information might give developmental counselors a clue to be
more alert in situations where children report on one experience of adversity. Because of the reported co-occurrence in this study it
seems advisable to closely monitor such children, because risk of co-occurrence seems higher.
5. Conclusion
The current study investigated clustering of childhood adversity among a representative Dutch sample. Four clusters with different adverse childhood experiences are identified: Low ACE, Moderate ACE: Household dysfunction, Moderate ACE: Maltreatment and
High ACE. People in these clusters differ in whether they experienced childhood adversity, but more importantly in the types of
experiences they encountered. Social selection in belonging to (certain) clusters of adversity is mainly restricted to aspects of family
configuration and hardly to a family’s socioeconomic position.
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